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THE PEP PARTNERSHIP ON ECODRIVING

Objective
Promote EcoDriving with commonly agreed guidelines and tools as well as practical trainings and workshops in UNECE/WHO member states

Scope and Purpose
• Disseminate knowledge and best practice
• Exchange experience
• Test EcoDriving at national and international conferences
• Support technical twinning programmes between partners
• Develop guidelines on EcoDriving with recommendations for national EcoDriving initiatives in member states
PARTNERS AND COOPERATION

Partners

• Austria – cooperation coordinator of the partnership
• Czech Republic – expert participation at the THE PEP conference in Vienna 2016
• Kazakhstan – implementation of pilot trainings and a workshop
• Russian Federation – implementation of pilot trainings and a workshop
• Switzerland – bilateral meeting
• Greece – expert participation and presentation on EcoDriving at the THE PEP conference in Vienna 2016
• The Netherlands – expert participation and presentation on EcoDriving at the THE PEP conference in Vienna 2016

Further countries interested in the partnership

• Bosnia and Herzegovina
• Belarus
• China
• Germany
GUIDELINES FOR ECODRIVING

New: First draft version of the Guidelines with a focus on
• lessons learned from the pilot trainings and workshops
• how to set-up an EcoDriving programme
• EcoDriving with passenger cars
• EcoDriving with electric vehicles
• EcoDriving with trucks & buses
• integration of EcoDriving into driving education for
  learner drivers
➢ Summary of recommendations for the setup of
  national EcoDriving programmes
➢ Executive Summary for policy makers for
  framework requirements and recommendations
NEXT STEPS

- **Draft version** of the Guidelines to be sent to the partnership members
- **Workshop** to further discuss the content of the Guidelines with THE PEP member states in spring 2018 (scheduled location: Vienna)
- Finalisation of the Guidelines
- The “THE PEP Guidelines for EcoDriving” could be presented at the THE PEP HLM in Vienna in 2019
- **Further member states motivated to join the partnership are welcome and are asked to contact the partnership management!**

Also further pilot trainings on EcoDriving (car, buses, trucks) and national workshops can be organised for interested member states.
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